• 704 cular surfaces so narrow vertically, in proportion to their breadth, as they are in the cervical vertebree of the Pterosauria: in the dorsal series the cup and ball present more ordinary Saurian pro portions.
The peculiarly beautiful properties of these integrals, as treated by Jacobi and (in his two supplements) by Legendre, are obtained through so very elaborate and difficult a process, that few students can afford the time to study them. Professor De Morgan, in his ' Integral Calculus,' declines to enter even the Lower Theory, on the ground that the subject requires a detailed treatise. 4 hat in some sense it is analogous to trigonometry, which no one would desire to he treated fully in the differential and integral calculus, has been re cognized by several writers. Legendre, in his second supplement, sixth section, took the first steps toward treating Jacobi s functions (A and 0) on a wholly independent basis, by investigating their pro perties from the series which they represent: but after only two pages of this sort, he aids his research by assuming their relations to elliptic integrals as already established, which shows that he was not seeking fbr a new basis of argument, but only for new proper ties. The author of the present paper proposes (for didactic pur poses) to commence the higher theory from these functions. The first division of his essay is purely algebraic and trigonometrical, not introducing the idea of elliptic integrals at all. Adopting as the defi nition of the functions A and 0 the two equations A ( q ,. r) = 2g'i(sina?-j 1-2 sin 3^-)-j 2,3 sin 5x-&c.)
it demonstrates by direct algebraic methods many properties of great generality, of which we shall here specify-
If
Vb stands for and for ^, which is
shown to yield b2-f c2 = 1; and if, further, A0 0° stand for A(q,x + Q(q, x+^ir)-, we get ^e four equations (equivalent to two only)
A2+6A O 2= c 0 2; AO 2 + 6A2= c0 02; 0 2-50O 2= cA 2; 0 02-cA02;
from which it directly follows, th a t if w is an arc defined by the equation Vb tan w = -, we shall have simultaneously sin w =^ ;
A(w) or A represents V( 1 -c2 sin2 w) in this theory.
I t is further shown th a t

A0--
whence is easily obtained
By direct multiplication of two trigonometrical series, it is found th a t
-y).Q (q2, x + y ).
From the property marked (2 ) we obtain the connexion of the func- which is equivalent to Euler's integration.
The author believes this generalization to be new. 5. He proceeds (assuming now the theory of Lagrange's scale) to prove the higher theorems by much simpler processes. E being the second elliptic integral, he writes G for E -5? F, and V for ^0Ge?F, and out of the integration |l o g A = |V (-V (where V/ is to q2 and 2x, what Y is to q and x), he deduces
by a process fundamentally that of Legendre, Second Supplement, §196. This is the equation by which E, and indirectly the third integral II, is linked to the functions A0.
6. We may further point out, as perhaps new, the developments of A0 in the case when q is very near to 1. Let r be relat o to c ; then lo g i.log -=7r2.If log -=na, and x-ttu, q rq
in which the double sign denotes tw terms, whic cluded. But besides, if the symbol f(r) stand for
Va.(f)(r).Q(q,
Tru + ^Tr) = rw2.(l + r 1±2") ( 1 -f/•3±2")(1 + r 5±2") . ...
V a.<p(r'). A(q,Tru-\-|7r)
From these formulae not only all of G uderm ann's developments for calculating elliptic integrals in every case are deducible, but others also, it seems, of a rem arkable aspect, in the difficult case of q and c being extremely near to 1. W e produce the two which seem to be simplest. L et B be to Sm x what C is to c, and Tan a? represent ------, where 2 Sin a? stands for c.x -€~xand 2 Cos a? for Then when c is very near to 1, we compute G and thereby E from the series, B . G (c, a, )^1 -T a n^ + ^1 -Tanj -( l -T a n -T a n -( l -T a n + ( l -T a n -& c....
The third elliptic integral is in the same case deduced from a series of the form ---.j --tan-1^tan^ . T a n -^| + j / -tan -1 ^ t a n ; . T an j -j^'-tan -1^ta n ;.T a n --j j + t a n -^t a n^.T a n -- 
